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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this essay is to examine several fundamental principles of
physics, especially those relating to time-dilation and length-contraction,
whereby, should there be problematic issues with those, all further theories
and statements, predicated on those original convictions, will be rendered
false. I also deal with a science (not meant to be fiction) story from Dr Kip
Thorne purporting to explain many related events.
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Perception and reality in physics; from speculation to madness
PART 1
The purpose of this essay is to examine fundamental principles of physics,
whereby, should there be problematic issues with those, all further theories
and statements predicated on those original convictions will be rendered
false.
An inertial frame of reference, both in classical physics and in special
relativity, is the context for a body with no force acting upon it.
It could be, that it is moving at a constant speed in a straight line, but it is
definitely not accelerating.
Now that we know that the Universe, and everything within it is accelerating,
there can be no such thing as an inertial frame, and, therefore, any
hypotheses based upon there being two types of reference frame is no longer
valid.
In order to have a base on which to question current physics, in this instance,
I refer to the book "Black Holes and Time warps; Einstein's Outrageous
Legacy" by Kip Thorne, with its preface by Stephen Hawking.
Dr Kip Thorne is an American theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate, known
for his contributions in gravitational physics and astrophysics, who, in his
work, echoes the beliefs of all current cosmological physicists with regard to
the inherent time and distance changes implicit in Relativity.
THE FLOW of TIME
Time is a series of linked intervals which disappear as fast as they arrive.
They offer nothing, apart from their continuing existence.
The age of the Universe is accepted as being approximately, 13.8 years
The speed of light is approximately 300,000 kilometers a second.
An average human life-span is 80 years
A non-accelerated muon decays in 2.2 microseconds.
These are all intervals, all being an inevitable component of 'time'.
Time is not an idea, it's not something invented.
We recognise it, have named it, and are obligedto live by its rules.
We have divided it up into practical segments and we make use of it.
We cannot stop it.
However, physics demands some apparently unreasonable expectations from
it.
"I must move through both my space and my time, the same as magnetic
north is a mixture of true north and true east. "your space is a mixture of my
space and my time".
Time is now considered as a dimension, although it does not appear to be the
same kind of dimension as the three dimensions of space. We can choose to
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move through space, or not, (via magnetic north, or true north, or true east),
but our movement through time does not involve choice. It happens whether
we like it or not. We do not really move though time at all, at least not in the
same way as we move through space, as time accompanies us.
However, physicists have built upon the belief that time is malleable and have
found a powerful way of speculating, or even 'proving', outrageous
phenomena such as 'wormholes' and 'time machines', for which physics is
reliant on the viability of 'black-holes', 'time warps', and 'time dilation' .
In part 1) This essay will deal with these questionable wonders.
In part 2) We see how Thorne uses these ideas to construct an imaginary ,
(but, in his view, practical and possible) journey, which employs, and benefits
from, the broadly accepted marvels allowed by current physics.
UNIVERSAL TIME; (1)
The evolution of the universe, from a very uniform, hot, dense primordial
condition to its present state it considered to have expanded over a span of
about 13.8 billion years of cosmological time, to the present day.

Diagram 1; The conventional image of events following the Big Bang.
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ERROR
Diagrammatical representations of this progression of events are, as in the
diagram (1) above, a distortion of a flat plane, pulled out in a particular
direction, as if the expansion of the Big Bang had a single bearing, (to the
right) when, clearly, the forces of that inflation must have occurred every
which way.(as below), expanding as a sphere.

Diagram 2; showing the expansion of the Universe as being spherical.
Physics explains that, before our Universe was created as we know it, it
existed in a very uniform, hot, dense primordial state that subsequently led to
the Big Bang and Inflation.
It is estimated that the Cosmic Microwave background emanated at
approximately 380 thousand years.
Then for about 400 thousand years there existed an afterglow light pattern,
which, again, according to current thought, led to the Dark Ages.
Then followed the First Stars at around 400 million years.
And this led to the forming of Galaxies, Planets etc. peaking at 3 billion years.
Then there's a big gap of general inflation and acceleration to reach the
present; 13.8 billion years later.
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So from the understanding of the expansion of the Universe we can see that,
from the very beginning, there have been countless activities, each following
one another, each having its own interval or measurable (or approximate)
period. However it is that we decide to name the passing, or the changing of,
events, we cannot avoid the notion of 'proper' time. That is, the actual
elapsed time between two events as measured by a clock or calendar.
Even the way we narrate events employs the use of words that confirm our
belief in the flow of time; "Then"; "next"; "subsequently"; "leading to".
Newton believed that absolute time exists independently of any 'perceiver'
and progresses at a consistent pace throughout the universe- and this would
be consistent with our understanding of the above and of the passing of our
own short lives.
Einstein's theory of relativity does not accept the concept of absolute time
because his hypothesis includes 'the relativity of simultaneity'. This notion
accepts that an event that is simultaneous with another event, in one frame of
reference, could be in the past or future of that event in a different frame of
reference, which would, therefore, negate absolute simultaneity.
You may notice that he uses the 'lack of simultaneity' to negate 'simultaneity'.
This reflects the tendency to search for, interpret, favour, or recall information
in a way that confirms one's pre-existing beliefs or hypotheses!
However, Einstein's frames of reference, were divided into 'inertial' frames
and 'non-inertial' frames. Now we know the Universe is expanding with a
known acceleration (68 kilometers a second) there clearly can never be
inertial (non accelerating) frames at all. We shall see, that this fact, unknown
in Einstein's lifetime, when the Universe was considered to be 'static', must
now invalidate that whole 'frames' concept.
Relativity refutes the Newtonian perception of a “now” that moves along in
time. Yesterday we would have said 'now', today we can say 'now', tomorrow
we will be able to say 'now', but Einstein claimed that this understanding
arose "purely as a result of human consciousness and because of the way our
brains are wired."
But, perhaps, 'the way our brains are wired' should not be so easily
dismissed.
Relativity believes that there can be NOW moments in differing spatial
positions, which are non-synchronous. But I believe that this is because
proponents of this idea fail to see the irrelevance of the speed of information.
SYNCHRONOUS EVENTS
Here is a mental experiment, to refute Einstein's view.
I examine now several 'simultaneous' events, to conclude that there is only
one true interpretation of the word "synchronous"; meaning, at exactly the
same moment.........
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......despite distance,
......despite lack-of-knowledge of the whereabouts of other events happening
at that same moment, and
........despite the fact that the speed of information will only allow a knowledge
about those other, totally synchronous events, later, when that information
finally arrives.
But knowing about it later, does not invalidate that, at that previous, particular
moment, those things were synchronous.
OK, the example;
When man first set foot on the moon on July 20th 1969, at 02.56 UTC
and 15 seconds, UTC, (Coordinated Universal Time) we knew about it one
point three seconds later, due to the information delay through distance.
If we had shouted "NOW" 1.3 seconds earlier, then that moment would have
been in sync with Neil Armstrong's action. Although neither of us would have
known it, at that very moment.
But, never-the-less, us shouting 'Now' and Armstrong's foot touching the
Lunar surface, would have been synchronous events in 'proper' time.
As would have been, perhaps;
1) Your neighbour at her fridge;
2) a delivery boy at a recipient's door;
3) a Spanish cat being fed;
4) an Australian girl awakening in bed;
5) an aircraft flying over the pole,
6) a Space Station astronaut drinking,
7) an alien on Mars moving. etc. etc.
All these events could have been happening at that exact moment, and,
regardless of our knowledge of these events, they just have had to be
synchronous.
And, at that moment, if you were to have called out the word 'NOW', and if at
that exact moment the whole universe had totally frozen up, what could we
have seen if we were able, then, to be the only moving object, and to be able
to have cruised about, at some acceptably comfortable speed, checking
exactly what did freeze, at that particular moment? And we find that YES,
everything was frozen whilst each of those events were happening.
1) Your neighbour was locked solid at her fridge door, about to take out the
butter.
2) On the other side of the country, a delivery boy was totally still, knuckles
poised, about to knock on a door.
3) In Spain an elderly lady was unmoving, as she stooped to feed her cat.
4) In Melbourne, Australia, a young girl was caught rigid, as if petrified, whilst
awakened by an odd noise outside her house. She had half sat up, frozen at
an awkward angle. Slipped bed sheets were as if starched; rigid in space,
locked off whilst falling off the bed.
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5) In that aircraft overflying the pole, a stewardess was like a statue, about to
offer a passenger some duty-free items. The plane itself was motionless,
locked to the coordinates over the earth.
6) An astronaut in the International Space Station was motionless too; a drop
of liquid from his dispenser hovered immobile above his cup
7) On Mars, something that was moving was then completely stationary.
Imagine all this had happened at your call of 'NOW'. All those events had
coincided with your call of 'NOW', because you chose the moment to freeze
everything!
It is irrelevant that from your initial position you could neither have seen, nor in
any way confirmed these frozen circumstances, nor could any of those
participants have known about their frozen counterparts, but that cannot deny
their physically locked circumstances.
No information passed from you to them, or vice versa. They did not have any
idea who had immobilised them, or why.
No matter whether these characters were still at the time of your call, or
whether they were in speedy motion; the Universe was, at your NOW
moment, full of totally inert states, all representing what had been occurring
when you called, "NOW".
These correspondingly static proceedings were not triggered by a real,
physical signal, nor were they affected by the speed of information, or the
speed of light. They were not causally linked, nor were the events related to
each other in any way.
If you wish, everything that 'is', could be described as being in its own
reference frame. But, everything just locked up solid at your 'NOW' instant.
Those events were unquestionably concurrent.
The freezing caused simultaneous inaction, absolutely everywhere, and it was
you who dictated that frozen moment.
That was exciting, so next you called "GO"; releasing the freeze.
And;
8) Your neighbour resumed movement, took the butter and closed the fridge
door.
9) A customer, heard the knock, and opened their door, to take goods from
the delivery boy.
10) In Spain the cat was finally fed.
11) In Australia sheets fell from the girl's bed. Her father was disturbed by her
cry, heard from his own bedroom.
12) The aircraft resumed its flight and the passenger bought a watch.
13) The astronaut takes a drink
14) The momentarily immobilised object on Mars moved again.
Although all this is imaginary, you must agree that all these circumstances,
now returned to action, were frozen synchronously.
Also, you must agree that, in no way, and in no-one's opinion, events 1
through 7 could come after events 8 through 14.
Occasions 1 - 7, unquestionably, did come before occasions 8 - 14.
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Events 1 - 7 all had to be coincident, as did 8 - 14, because you deemed it so!

Diagram 3; You call "now" and although all these other protagonists have no
idea about that, all their current actions MUST be synchronous with your call.
If you are unhappy with the 'freeze' idea, then just imagine all these things
happening around the world anyway, whilst you are reading this. Those
events are synchronous.
Therefore, how can there ever be a discrepancy between the time-frames of
any events in the Universe, when, at your calls of 'NOW' and 'GO' the timing
of the pause had to be congruent?
And if there was no time differential in those 'Universal events' at your 'NOW'
and 'GO' moments, how can we believe that time, either side of your pause,
was inconsistent?
SPACETIME CONCEPT
It is Einstein's concept of uniting time and space into 'spacetime' with its
hypothesis that, when an object or person moves in space-time, its overall
movement “shares” some of its spatial movement with movement in time, in
the same way as some "northward movement is shared with westward
movement when we travel northwest".
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Diagram 4; compass comparison with spacetime
As the green line above is allowed to indicate north-east- as being an equal
part north with and equal part east, so, also, is this allowed to represent an
object moving equally through space and time.
The red arrow is an object which doesn't pass up the timeline at all- and this is
often used to demonstrate why, for light, (travelling, of course, at 'c') no time
passes at all.
However, if time is a dimension, it cannot be the same kind of dimension as
those three dimensions of space. His analogy to travelling north-east doesn't
work when applied to a globe (especially as- applying it to a globe, in his view,
is exactly as applying it to 'spacetime') as all lines are equal. They all would
arrive at the same point- with no advantage to any of his directions- as they all
would be the same-length 'world-lines'.

Diagram 5; A north-east route has no advantage of a North, or an East route.
Also we can choose whether or not we move about in space, but we cannot
move about in time, by choice or by determination.
Ergo, we are present in time as it 'flows'.
Once again it is the invalid use of two dimensional ideas, (north and/or west),
which repeats the false, two dimensional representations of black-holes and
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worm-holes, that we will meet later, that is accepted as actually being an
indication of a three dimensional spatial reality.
ERROR
There is no “arrow of space” as there is an 'arrow of time'.
But the accepted circumstance of the invariant nature of the speed of light has
led the conjoining of it with 'time', that allows for time, at relativistic speeds, to
be malleable, whereby the sharing of the attributes of space and time allow
one to diminish as the other increases.
This offers two problems;
1) "For time" - Photons cannot have an 'opinion', or even an 'understanding of
events', so to say; "for photons no time passes at all," is disingenuous, as we
know that photons (light) do take a predetermined time to reach us from
distant stars.
2) The idea of the possibility of anyone or anything travelling solely up the
time line should never be countenanced, as something can never just pass
through time, as everything is, de facto, in motion.
3) This fallacy has led physics to utilise a zero spatial movement, unfeasibly to
be equated to a specific observer, against whom a moving observer is able to
experience Time Dilation.
ERROR
In the time dilation equation ; t¹ = t √ 1-V²/c² there is the outrageous
presumption that the 'outside observer', whose time is recorded as 't' , is
stationary. There is no allowance for their own movement in this equation.
Should they be on board a GPS satellite their speed will be 14,000 kilometers
per hour, relative to the Earth, so the comparative or relative speed between
these two observers must greatly affect the outcome of the maths.
In each instance of time dilation, WHO IS IT WHO CHOOSES THE
WHEREABOUTS and CONDITIONS of a SECOND OBSERVER??
V² is given as the travelling observer's velocity, but it is only considered as a
percentage of the speed of light, not as a percentage difference in speed
between an infinite number of possible 'second' observers.
This calls into question Relativity's ability to reduce distance as we increase
time taken- or to decrease time taken as we cover ever more distance.
Minkowski introduced the relativity concept of 'proper time', whereby the
elapsed time between two events is recorded by a clock that passes through
both events.
But this is the misuse of the term 'proper time' as his notion is inconsistent
with the 'proper (Universal) time' I mentioned earlier. Minkowski's clock
depends not only on the events themselves but also on the motion of the
clock between the events, which I sought to eradicate in my above list of
frozen 'Universal activity'.
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I hope I have shown that by employing Relativity's notion of a time difference
between two particular travelling clocks, erroneously involves the choosing of
a particular (i.e. not arbitrary) static observer. An impossible circumstance.
To complicate matters further, Minkowski also decided there was yet another
type of time he named 'coordinate time', that being the apparent time between
two events as measured by a distant observer using that observer’s own
method of assigning a time to an event!
The Block Universe view of time denies 'proper' time completely, refuting its
'flow' with a philosophical view of eternalism, where everything is happening
at the same moment for ever. The past, the present, the future; is all bundled
into a static lump.
Einstein pre-empted this notion when he commented;
“People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between
past, present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion”.
Perhaps then this demonstrates how a 'belief in physics' can often go wrong.
RECIPROCAL MOTION
Given that Relativity also adheres to an acceptance of 'reciprocity' in any
moving circumstances, the slower ageing between an astronaut in a fast
moving spacecraft and someone on her home planet should clearly be
rejected exactly on those grounds. (The story, by Thorne, that follows in Part
(2), however, relies completely on this lack of reciprocity).
Since Galileo we have known that in any circumstance we cannot judge who
or what is actually in motion. That there is no 'Universal frame' from which we
can conclusively decide that one thing is moving against a particular fixed
point.
And since Hubble we know that nothing can be static in an accelerating
Universe. Therefore there can be no such thing as 'relatively static' either.
RECIPROCITY and the TWINS
The Twin's Paradox, where the aging of two twins appears to differ, when one
stays on Earth and the other embarks on a space journey, abandons
reciprocity in order to protect and allow for time differences to be established
between the two protagonists.
Reciprocity here is abandoned as it is considered that it is unacceptable to
countenance the Universe as moving relative to a static space ship; that the
spaceship only is capable of acceleration and deceleration.
I will redress this error.
Below we have a spaceship cruising through the Universe.
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Diagram 6; An astronaut travelling to a distant black-hole. The Universe is
shown to be 'at rest' relative to the moving craft.
The gaps between the images of the space craft are equal, therefore it is
cruising at a uniform speed. (Diagram 6).
In the image below, Diagram 7, the craft must be decelerating as the gaps in
the forward movement of the spacecraft are decreasing.

Diagram 7; The spacecraft decelerates as it approaches a black hole.
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Next we explore the reciprocal event of the Universe moving against a static
craft.

Diagram 8; the spacecraft is at rest and it is the Universe which is in motion.
This matching, but reversed, viewpoint must completely reject the contention
of time dilation, as if both versions of the event could provide the same
outcome, then any time dilation, (pertaining to both views of the event), must
be dismissed.
It is inexcusable that this reciprocal view is disallowed by physics, when it
claims that acceleration and deceleration, cannot, in this case, be
reciprocated.
For this allows for the unforgivable assertion that speed changes determine a
special direction in space: a direction of the acceleration which, we are told,
the astronauts only experience when they turn their craft around.
Lets view this apparently unacceptable concept through a porthole in the
travelling craft, as shown in Diagram 9.
We see that, yes, relative to our apparently static spaceship, the Universe
does move to the right, past our 'static' craft. (The viewpoint of the astronaut.)
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Diagram 9; Viewing through a porthole, the Universe - moving at
constant speed to the right - becomes credible
Now, an accelerometer is a device that measures 'proper' acceleration,
that being the acceleration, or rate of change of velocity of a body in its own
instantaneous rest frame. And, if we are going to countenance the notion of
an inertial frame then relativity dictates that - at any point in spacetime the
equivalence principle guarantees the existence of a local inertial frame - and
an accelerometer measures the acceleration (and deceleration) relative to
that frame.
"No one state of motion is to be preferred over any other. All states of motion
must be equal in the eyes of physical law."
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Diagram 10; The Universe decelerates.
So, the space-craft has its deceleration measured in diagram 7, and the
Universe has its deceleration measured in diagram 10. This reciprocal event
must be applied to acceleration and deceleration when either mass (the craft /
the Universe) can be the one experiencing a change of speed. There is no
getting around this; an accelerometer, present in either reciprocal event, HAS
TO register the same change in relative velocity.
The only outcome of this certainty has to be that if both sides of an event can
experience time dilation, then time dilation must be totally equal, meaning that
there is either A) a big, matching change in time for both or B) no change at
all in time for both.
ERROR
If one applies reciprocity to these situations, with each regarding the other's
clock as being slow, clearly the two situations cancel one another out and the
flow of 'proper' time is restored.
UNIVERSAL TIME (2)
In diagram 11 we have illustrated a time-line of 'Universal events' which
highlight the time-complex issues which modern physics seeks to unify.
Below this we have a number of unresolved time-based issues.
In Blue are the tenets of physics.
In Green are the obvious questions arising from the physics.
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Diagram 11; The confusing perturbations in the Flow of Time
1) a) "Particles created by the Big Bang accelerated away from their source at
the speed of light".
b) "Time slows to zero for anything travelling at the speed of light".
Q) Have these particles sped away for 13.8 billion years, at the speed of light,
such that they are now 13.8 billion times 300,000 kilometers per second into
our future, or has no time at all passed for them and they remain in their
original emission position?
2) "The flow of time at a star's surface is infinitely dilated. Time does not flow
at all, it is frozen"
Q) When did this happen? How can we see these stars if their light was timelocked at birth?
3) "Near a star's surface time flows more slowly than far away, and at the
star's centre it flows slower still"
Q) Why isn't the star's centre drawn out backwards in time, trailing after the
main part of the star's present-position in time?
4) "Gravitational time dilation dictates that time flows faster at the top of a
mountain than at its base".
Q) Does this mean that one can walk into the future by walking uphill, or, at
least, leave the present of others behind?
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5) "Anyone moving relative to another person occupies their own reference
frame, which will have a different time experience from others".
Q) Does this mean that a person very far away from another, experiences a
greater time-gap, and, if they subsequently get together, which one's clock
adapts?
6) "Time at the suns centre flows 5 minutes a year slower than its surface"
Q) Over 14 million years this means that the centre of the sun is 133 years
younger than its surface. Doesn't this mean that, like the star, the sun's centre
should be drawn out backwards on a time-line?
7) "An astronaut hovering near the surface of a black hole will be caught up in
its huge slowing-down of time".
Q) Will the situation be that the astronaut gets left behind whilst the World
moves on through time, or will the growing gaps between his birthdays mean
he will 'really' live far into the future?
8) "A gravitationally-affected rocket, reasonably close to Earth, will experience
its time as being ahead of Earth. A returning rocket from distant galaxies will
have its time extremely dilated".
Q) What will be the Universal time situation for them, when both rockets meet;
the first leaving on a journey, the second returning home, when their times
should differ greatly? Do they both adjust their clocks to Earth time?
And this introduces the basic question; as in the fixed Universal time-line
diagram above, how are these insignificant and inconsequential timedamaging events allowed to occur?
How and where do they fit in?
How can a 'time-perturbation' disrupt something so fundamental as Universal
time?
Just as the laws of physics must be logically consistent with each other, so
also the evolution of the Universe, as governed by the laws of physics, must
be fully consistent within itself.
The most disruptive notion for a consistent flow of time is that of Relativity's
Reference Fames, and of Time Dilation, especially when the circumstances of
two observers are compared.
What do we know of these?
Firstly I offer the most recognized so-called 'proof' of both 'independent' and
'inertial' Frames, and of Time Dilation; that being the known decay time of
sub-atomic particles, which I will I dismiss before we continue.
MUONS
Thorne describes this most famous experiment to 'prove' time dilation when
he refers to the result concluded from the behaviour of accelerated muons.
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He refers to those electrons in the particle accelerators at Stanford University
and Cornell University, where muons were accelerated up to speeds as great
as 0.9999999995 of the speed of light.
The results record that the behaviour of these sub-atomic particles, at these
ultra-high speeds, is in complete accord with Einstein's special relativistic laws
of physics.
"The electrons' inertia increases as they near the speed of light, preventing
them from ever reaching it; and when the electrons collide with targets, they
produce high- speed particles called mu mesons, which outside of an
accelerator, live for only 2.22 microseconds as measured by their own time,
but because of time dilation live for 100 microseconds by the physicists' time,
at rest in the laboratory"
ERROR
The actual result was not to prove time dilation, but to determine the mass
increase of a muon at ultra-high speed.
E=mc² tells us that it is the muon's mass that increases, in fact to a level of
40,000 times, and it is the extended decay time of this far greater mass that
gives the muons greater longevity.
The result from Thorne and others also avoids considering any reciprocal
experience. In this case it would be the particle accelerator, the scientists and
the World which would be rotating around a static muon. In which case both
time dilations would cancel one another out.
The decay time of a greater mass is the only result we can assume from this
experiment.
Another popular proof of time dilation is that its equations are exploited in the
settings of GPS satellite clocks, because, it is asserted, those are affected by
both relativistic and gravitational time dilation.
This is untrue. The true conditions by which they are governed is addressed
at the end of this essay.
One of the most prevalent convictions concerning time dilation was
established by two physicists, Hafele and Keating, who, in 1971, flew caesium
atomic clocks around the earth in commercial airliners, to compare the
elapsed time against that of a clock that remained at the U.S. Naval
Observatory. They too were keen to prove what they already took for granted
and happily came out with widely accepted results proving their premise.
However, less widely known is the subsequent complete dismissal of their
results, due to their faulty calculations from inaccurate records, their flawed
use of equipment, and due to the impossibility of such incredibly small
differences being measured by their apparatus, which, at the time, was being
operated in unworkable conditions.
Further experiments to prove time dilation are repudiated here;
http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/EssaysRelativity%20Theory/Download/7081
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REFERENCE FRAMES and CLOCKS
As established, through Einstein's Relativity, reference frames are used to
specify the relationship between a moving observer and the phenomenon or
phenomena under observation.
A relativistic reference frame implies the coordinate time, which does not
correspond across different frames moving relatively to each other.
Also a reference frame is treated a like a fixed point. Properties of other
objects such as, position, velocity etc. are measured using that point.
"any free object (one on which no forces act) that initially is at rest in an
inertial reference frame, will always remain at rest "
And;
"any free object that initially is moving through an inertial reference frame will
continue forever forward along that straight line with constant speed."
And;
"You and I disagree about whether events, at different locations in our
respective spaces, are simultaneous."
It is interesting that Galileo affirmed that there never would be a fixed point
anywhere in the Universe against which any measurements may be made.
I wish to progress by analysing various scenarios associated with the
explanation of the time differences between observers, and the intellectual
perception of various events which have hardened into unquestionable facts
from which erroneous truths have subsequently been drawn.
Firstly, the concept that 'relative to oneself- one is not moving', is at best
unhelpful. It is semantics, given that the Universe is expanding at an
acceleration rate of 45.5 miles per second per megaparsec. Therefore, it
seems disingenuous to offer anything as ever being static, even within its own
frame.
The reality is - we're all moving irrespective of how we view ourselves.
We are all familiar with the experience whereby 'You' are in a moving train
carriage overtaking another train. You see the other train as apparently going
backwards. Here you would be considered as the reference frame, but you
are merely 'perceiving' a false impression of events.
For a person standing beside the track, that person would 'observe' the
'reality' of both trains travelling forward. One faster than the other.
And this 'reality' is all that matters when we come to being 'proper' about time
and movement.
Special Relativity's Reference Frames allow for one observer, with a clock, to
be compared with a second 'moving' observer, accompanied by their clock,
where each of the observers would 'perceive' the other's clock as ticking at a
slower rate than their own local clock, due to them both 'perceiving' the other
to be the one that's in motion; relative to their own stationary frame of
reference.
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How could they measure each other's clocks anyway? They cannot do that
without changing their relative motion. So again it is the perception of the
protagonists that the other's clocks are behaving differently from their own.
This cannot mean that the reality of the situation is that the passage of time
has actually altered for either of them. And this is a crucial distinction.
Also, common sense would dictate that, if the passage of time has slowed for
a moving object, said object would, itself, observe the external world's time to
be correspondingly sped up. This doesn't occur
Now clocks tend to be either mechanical or they depend on a known decay
time of subatomic particles. A travelling mechanical clock will have no idea at
what speed it is moving; it will behave as if on Earth, if there is nothing
physical to interfere with its behaviour.
To match 2 billion years to 42 years, as Thorne does in Part (2) a clock's
hands would have to revolve 4762 times more quickly. An atomic clock would
have to defy physics and allow its decay time to alter by that same sum.
The true, 'proper' rate of those clocks cannot be affected by relativistic motion;
sadly for would-be long haul travellers, it is only an illusion.
Lorentz pointed out that the transformed time t′ is not physical time, but only
illusionary time. But it was Einstein who, in his the special theory of Relativity and against the judgement of Lorentz - claimed that the transformed time t′ is
physical time,. My argument, therefore, is that a mere illusion cannot be
amplified into an accredited physical doctrine.
An example which is offered to demonstrate two observers measuring a
different type of experience between them is this;
"While this seems self-contradictory, a similar oddity occurs in everyday life. If
two persons A and B observe each other from a distance, B will appear small
to A, but at the same time A will appear small to B".
But this actually demonstrates my point that 'perception' does not dictate
'reality'. The 'proper' circumstance is that the two figures are of similar size.
THE CONFUSION OF SPACETIME DIAGRAMS;
THORNE'S EXPLANATION of REFERENCE FRAMES
This notion of the time differences between two observers is endemic in
physics.......
1) "Time dilation, in the theory of special relativity, is the “slowing down” of a
clock as determined by an observer who is in relative motion with respect to
that clock"
2) "should a moving observer (accompanied by her "moving" clock), pass a
static observer with his 'static' clock each of the observers would perceive the
other's clock as ticking at a slower rate than their own local clock, due to them
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both perceiving the other to be the one that's in motion relative to their own
stationary frame of reference".
3) "a clock that is moving relative to an observer will be measured to tick
slower than a clock that is at rest in the observer's own frame of reference"
"Determined?" "Perceived?" "Believed to be?" "Understood to be?" "Measured
to be."
You will notice that these expressions are not actual physical claims of real
and 'proper' observations of material differences, but merely perceptions. Yet
Thorne and others predict improbable results from these hypotheses.
Thorne describes a situation which he believes demonstrates the differing
circumstances experienced by two observers as is determined by Relativity
FIRECRACKERS
A driver is travelling very quickly, in his car, down a high street, past a
policeman, who stands outside his police station. On the roof of the car there
is a line of firecrackers which are able to be ignited spontaneously and
synchronously by the Driver.

Diagram 12; A car in motion, having on its roof a tray of exploding
firecrackers.
Thorne explains Relativity's differing experience between the driver and the
policeman.
For Thorne. this occurrence involves two separate reference frames.
1) The firecrackers are considered, by the driver, as being 'static', relative to
his car on which they are fixed . Therefore as he presses the 'fire' button he
knows that (for him) all the firecrackers have gone off simultaneously, as he
has wired them together to do just that.
2) The policeman sees the car pass. He and the station are a different
reference frame from the car. He does perceive the car as moving, but
Relativity has it that he does not perceive the firecrackers exploding
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synchronously. He sees the nearest firecracker to him (at the back of the
disappearing car) exploding first, followed one by one, by the others.
THE PERCEPTION of the EVENT
The Driver of the car can look back at the police station and 'perceive' that the
station's clock is running slowly compared to his vehicle's clock. Whilst the
Policeman will 'determine' that the car's clock is running more slowly than that
of his building.
It is easy for Relativity to claim that one clock 'appears' to run slowly, but in
both cases neither opposing clock can be seen by either observer; or
assessed by a third party. So its only intuition involved here. The observers
only perceive or assume this difference.
Should either person have a fast video link to the other's time-pieces they
would have to see that each ARE NOT running slowly, as their mechanisms
cannot possibly be affected by the presumptions of the onlookers or the
proximity of a travelling vehicle.
But Thorne elaborates; "I see your flow of time slowed; you appear to speak
more slowly etc. (But at these earthbound speeds these differences won't be
apparent)."
It is against the Laws of Physics to claim that an observer's perception of time
flowing, does physically and really affect the flow of time.
But from this belief in the different experiences of the protagonists Thorne
devises two 'spacetime diagrams' to confirm the time differences of the
firecrackers firing order.
Below, as is common, these graphs have 'time' as the upright coordinate and
'space' as the horizontal coordinate.
The driver, top graph, does not 'experience' the row of firecrackers as moving,
as they, and he, are in the same reference frame. So the 'World Lines' of the
crackers are upright; they do not move to the right through 'space' at all.
On the 'time line' the graph shows all the crackers exploding simultaneously.
This repeats my assertion from a later diagram ? that there cannot ever be an
event that can be exemplified by a line directly up the t axis.
.
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Diagram 13; Thorne's Spacetime diagram of the driver's and the policeman's
point of view of the firecrackers exploding.
The lower graph purports to represent the Policeman's point of view. The car
and crackers are moving, relative to his reference frame of the police station.
So the World Lines' of the crackers move through both space and time;
moving both to the right and also upwards. When the crackers explode the
graph shows that the crackers towards the front of the car, for him, explode
later; i.e. higher on the time line, as the car is moving away from him.
ERROR
If the policeman had seen a single firework explode, on the pavement, at the
far end of the street, he would have seen the flash before hearing the bang,
due to the greater speed light has over sound.
The policeman would not maintain that the bang and the flash actually
happened at different times; he would appreciate the phenomena of the
difference between light and sound speeds.
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The fact that the flash and the bang were separated by time for the policeman
is neither here nor there when considering reality.
The reality of Thorne's event is that all the firecrackers did explode
simultaneously, for anybody and everybody, however those witnesses
'perceived' the situation.
The opinion of the policeman, or any other spectator, is irrelevant - and any
branch of physics that allows for a circumstance whereby these firecrackers
did not explode simultaneously is worthless and should instantly be
dismissed.
It against the Laws of Physics for an inertial motion under zero external force
to change the rate of their mechanical (or atomic) clocks. Because with zero
external force there is nothing which can affect the inner working of their
clocks and thus their clock's rate must be independent of inertial motion. It is
inconceivable that clock rate can be affected by inertial motion.
COMPLICATIONS for RELATIVITY (1); OTHER OBSERVERS
Thorne's explanation of this scenario demonstrates exactly Einstein's great
error in allowing the perceptions of just two observers to dictate particular
differences in a single event; to allow physically opposing results, to be
construed from the acceptance of two (and only two) reference frames.
So;
Let us add another person to the mix and prepare a graph for her, in the
manner that Thorne has used. We now have a woman in the street, much
further down the road than the police station. The car is approaching her. She
is further from the explosion than is the policeman.

Diagram14; The introduction of a third party
The car is travelling, so it is moving through time and space for her. This is
represented on her spacetime diagram (below) by the angled lines as before.
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As she is further away from the explosion than was the policeman, the height
of the flashes, on her time line, will have to be higher on the graph than the
flashes on the policeman's time line as there is a greater movement through
space for the car and crackers.
But it wont be the last cracker on the car's rack exploding she hears first but
the one at the front of the car.
So the time line has to angle the other way for the bangs, so that the cracker
at the back of the car which she hears last is higher on the time line.

Diagram 15; The third party's spacetime diagram.
Now we have a suicide person about to jump off the building, exactly as the
car passes beneath him.

Diagram 16; A Suicide jumpers perception of events
The car is moving in space for him, so the world lines take the diagonal line
through time and space. But he sees the crackers all ignite together, as he is
immediately above them. So now we have a forth interpretation of events
And now we have the observation and opinion of a police helicopter travelling
directly overhead, following the car at a matching speed.
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Diagram 17; A helicopter pilot's interpretation of events.
Here the graph matches that of the driver's perception, as, flying at the same
speed as the car there is no determined movement through space between
them.
Five views and no agreement.
Or we could look at the scene like this.
The Police Station, The Woman and the Jumper
are 'static' relative to themselves, according to Relativity
but also are moving at the speed of the Earth's spin;*
plus (or minus)* the speed of the Earth around the sun;*
Plus (or minus) the speed of the sun in the Milky way,*
plus (or minus) the speed of the Milky Way in the Universe,*
plus the acceleration of the Universe at 68 kilometers a second.
The Car and the Helicopter
are also 'static' relative to themselves, according to Relativity,
but are also moving at their speed relative to the road,
plus (or minus) the speed of the Earth's spin;*
plus (or minus) the speed of the Earth around the sun;*
Plus (or minus) the speed of the sun in the Milky way,*
plus (or minus) the speed of the Milky Way in the Universe,*
plus the acceleration of the Universe at 68 kilometers a second
* plus or minus according to whether the motion of each particular protagonist
matches the direction of the interstellar 'carriers'.
ERROR
What are we gaining- to attribute as many interpretations of the events as
there are protagonists? For those various perceptions do not alter the fact
that the firecrackers ignited synchronously. To allow any part, of any event, to
be represented by being aligned exactly adjacent to the upright time-line is
counter to all of physics.
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Such graphs, therefore, are worthless, they tell us nothing, and we can
conclude nothing from them.
COMPLICATIONS for RELATIVITY (2);THE FLASHBULB
Further to this Thorne adds; that if a spark were to flash inside the centre of
the car, when it has passed the Policeman, the Policeman would see the
rearward light from the flash hit the rear window, before the forward light from
the flash hit the windscreen.
Perfect sense.
This because the movement and direction of the back of the car is reducing
the rearward light's travel distance. This is straightforward; it fits all the laws of
physics.
However, because of the introduction of a Reference Frame for the Driver,
Thorne assures us that the Driver would see the light from the spark hit both
the front and the back of his car at the same time.
He assures us that;
"since the two bursts are emitted simultaneously and since they travel the
same distance as measured by you in your car and since they travel at the
same speed they must hit the front and back of the car at the same time"
But this totally goes against the Physic's Metaprinciple that;
"all laws of physics must be the same in every reference frame"
Which means that the policeman and the driver have to both see the flash hit
the rear of the cars interior first for the same reasons.
Which makes perfect sense.

Diagram 18; Thorne's incorrect interpretation (left) and correct action (right)
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The left hand image represents Thorne's assertion, whereby the source of the
flash is somehow dragged along with 'the Driver' and the car. The image the
flash source, incorrectly, stays central to the vehicle as it proceeds.
The right hand image is corrected- showing that, coincidentally, and usefully,
the flash occurred over a small road bump (black circle) and that, only, marks
the origin and moment of the light source. It is only from a source located to
the coordinates of the ground that are relevant here.
The speed of light is consistent, but the distance between the back of the car
and the initial source narrows, for both protagonists, such that the red
(rearward) part of the flash HAS TO hit the rear of the car first, no matter who,
or how, including the driver, perceives this.
The opinions of arbitrarily selected people present at the event cannot ever
affect the reality of the physics of light's behaviour here.
This is a crucial point because it calls into question reference frames. If we
are to use them, then they must still obey the laws of physics. The contents of
a frame do not get protected from the effects of the motion of the Universe
around them as....
"there is no way to shield a reference frame from gravity"
The fact that the employment of a reference frame, as Thorne does here, can
allow for a fundamental Law of Physics to be sidelined, then one has to say
that;
INERTIAL REFERENCE FRAMES ARE NOT TO BE TRUSTED.
Also, if reference frames and their contents have to behave exactly as each
other, then they have no value anyway.
There is just no point in trying to differentiate between the experience of two
observers when their experiences have to coincide.
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Diagram 19; Spurious and incorrect reading of the flash
ERROR
In this enlargement of Thorne's error, you will notice that the red 'tail' (the
rearward beam from the flash) impossibly moves to the right, somehow being
influenced by the forward motion of the car- to which it is not in any way
attached. This again is against all knowledge of how light behaves.
I quote again this crucial principle.
"No one state of motion is to be preferred over any other. All states of motion
must be equal in the eyes of physical law."
Just to push home the point - let's consider Thorne's Firecracker hypothesis,
but with the event having no other observers at all.
There are no 'perceptions' of the flash's behaviour, other than that of the
Driver. Now Thorne would have to accept that the flash of light would behave
correctly, that is with the rearwards light hitting the back of the car before the
forwards light hit the front.
It is now clear that other observers cannot influence 'proper' time.
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Which leads us to confirm that, of course, it just cannot be the proximity of
other observers that, in reality, affects the behaviour of light in any
environment.
COMPLICATIONS for RELATIVITY (3); JET PLANE
Let us take this a step further and imagine that an extremely fast jet-plane
passes a tall building.
Relativity tells us;
"if the first observer’s notion of simultaneity is used, it is found that the second
observer’s clock runs slower than the first observer’s by a factor of
√(1 − V²/c²), where V is the relative velocity of the observers."
According, then, to this very precise prediction by Relativity, the pilot will 'see'
the clock in the building he passes as running slow by a factor of
√(1 − V²/c²), and, according to a person in the building, that person will 'see'
the pilot's clock running slow by a factor of √(1 − V²/c²). This echoing
Relativity's belief in relativistic time dilation; the theory endorsed by Thorne
above.
Now let's look at that same moment in time, but without the jet plane. The
buildings clock will run, as always, correctly. Why not?
Let's take the plane far from the building. The pilot's clock will be as precise
as ever. Why not?
QUESTIONS
1) Why, if both clocks appear to run slow, doesn't this misapprehension get
cancelled out .
2) At what distance does the jet have to be from the building, for the time
dilation factor no longer to work?
3) Does the proximity of the jet to the building ever really change 'proper' time.
Again, the perception of the two protagonists cannot possibly, physically, alter
proper time, and those perceptions cannot allow the other's life to pass more
slowly!
EQUIVALENCE
The inertial frames of Special Relativity were originally hypothesised to be
impervious to gravity, so Einstein looked for ways in which gravity could be
combined into relativistic scenarios.
He maintained that if a person falls freely he or she will not feel their own
weight. It would be as if gravity had disappeared from their vicinity.
He posited that if, whilst falling, you dropped some rocks from your hand, you
and the rocks will fall together side by side. Thus if you just looked at the
rocks you could not discern whether or not you and the rocks were all floating
together; freely in space, far from all gravitating bodies.
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Einstein maintained that in those circumstances gravity would be impossible
to detect. Thus all the laws of physics, in the small reference frame of the
person falling, must be the same as if they were moving through the universe
without gravity. That small freely-falling-frame would be equivalent to an
inertial reference frame in a gravity free universe.
ERROR
Of course 'inertial' means not accelerating, whereas falling towards gravity
involves an acceleration of 32 feet per second for every second experienced,
to a terminal velocity where the acceleration of the Earth’s gravity is balanced
by the air resistance of the atmosphere.
Einstein continued by saying that the laws of physics that you experience, are
the same as those in a gravity-fee inertial frame; they are the laws of Special
Relativity.
In endorsing this hypothesis, Thorne asks us to consider the special
relativistic law that describes the motion of a freely-moving object (in this case
a hurtling cannonball) in a universe without gravity, as measured in any
inertial frame.
He considers that in an idealised universe the ball must move along a straight
line and with uniform velocity.
In his book, Thorne provides an image, further to explain these
circumstances, referred to below, in diagram 20.
He compares the idealised straight path of a cannon ball with the cannon
ball's motion in our real gravity-endowed universe.
If the ball is fired from a cannon, a watching dog, (in his own reference frame)
situated on the same ground as the cannon, will see the ball arc up and over,
falling back to earth, following a parabola.
We are then asked to view this, as if from the previously suggested small
freely-falling frame. To do this we must jump off an adjacent cliff, so we are in
'free-fall', holding a window frame, through which to view the movement of the
cannonball.
ERROR
1) Why consider an 'idealised' Universe? Where is that?
2) See 'free-fall' later.
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Diagram 20; A woman 'free-falls' so as to see the cannonball follow a straight
path.
Let us look at all the statements here.
"As you fall, you see that, relative to your window pane, the ball moves along
a straight red-line with a constant velocity."
"In the dog's frame the ball obeys Newton's laws (a parabola). In your own
freely-falling frame it obeys the laws of gravity-free special relativity".
ERRORS
1) The person falling off the cliff will be accelerating at 32 feet per second per
second, the cannon ball will have its descent speed reduced by its forward
motion.
2) The ball will not move with constant velocity in this case, as air friction and
dwindling momentum will slow its forward progress. Only in space, free from
any gravitational affects, would it perform as Thorne claims.
3) Although it is considered that all items, regardless of their mass, fall at the
same rate, when undergoing free-fall, and when not encountering a significant
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force of air resistance, (but are falling under the sole influence of gravity), she
will be falling faster than the cannonball which is falling along a parabola.
So no way will her fall enable her to keep the apparent path of the cannonball
to be following a straight line.
FREEFALL
But what is freefall? In this context, the cannonball, and the descent of the
observer with the window-frame, are actually just falling; falling down towards
earth's gravitational pull.
In Newtonian physics, the simple meaning of 'free-fall' is any motion of a body
where gravity is the only force acting upon it. Without this gravitational force
the observer would not be travelling downward.
ERRORS
Falling through an atmosphere without a deployed parachute, or lifting device,
is also often referred to as 'free-fall' but this is not, correctly, full
weightlessness, as after reaching terminal velocity the body's weight is being
supported on a cushion of air.
'Free-fall' in space is a misnomer, it cannot exist in a gravitationally free zone
as there will be no specific direction for that movement. 'Fall' implies
'downward' and there is no direction in space, there is only relative movement.
If a force is applied to an object it will continue to travel, in a straight line, in
such a zone, but it will not be falling.
The term is dangerously used in the context of General Relativity, where, in
circumstances where gravitation is reduced to a 'space-time curvature', a
body with no force acting on it is termed to be in 'free-fall'.
Weightlessness, however is a condition that does occur when far away from
any gravitational body.
This misuse or misunderstanding of the term has lead to several subsequent
theories, not least of which is Einstein's Equivalence Principle.
Einstein maintained that gravity, being the ‘force’ that we experience holding
us down on planet earth, is equivalent to the ‘pseudo force’ provided by
acceleration in a non-gravitational field. He drew his Equivalence principle
from this;
"In any small freely falling reference frame anywhere in our real gravityendowed universe, the laws of physics must be the same as they are in an
inertial reference frame in an idealised gravity-free universe".
From this Einstein predicted "Gravitational Time Dilation', whereby time must
flow more slowly near the floor than the ceiling.
Unlike on Earth, this effect is said to be enormous near a black hole.
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"If the black hole weighs more than 10 times as much as the sun then time will
flow 6 million times more slowly at 1cm height above the hole's horizon than
far from the horizon."
In the adventure that follows in part (2) Thorne backs this up with;
"If you descend to just above a black hole's horizon and hover there for one
year then to return to earth you will find millions of years have flown past on
Earth"
GRAVITATIONAL TIME DILATION
Once again Thorne offers an idea that uses a perception of events to prove
the reality of this particular hypothesis.
He imagines two clocks; one suspended from a high ceiling and a second
suspended level with a hole in the floor.
The first presumption is that the higher clock is ticking at a slightly different
rate from the floor-clock, because of gravitational time dilation.
So he employs the notion of gravitational time dilation to go on to prove
gravitational time dilation.
He then frees the ceiling-clock, as it emits a pulse directed towards the floorclock, whereupon the floor-clock is instantly released.
The hypothesis maintains that the falling ceiling-clock maintains its 'ceiling
time' and falls more quickly than the slightly-later released floor-clock, which
maintains its 'floor time'.
ERROR
And this, in itself, is odd- because the notion of gravitational time dilation is
that time will change for a person or object, as its height changes. As a
person climbing a mountain will expect, (through Einstein's theory) time to
speed up, the higher the mountaineer climbs. Therefore, under the constraints
of the theory, this falling ceiling-clock should actually slow its own time down
as it approaches the floor.
However, as the ceiling-clock is falling more quickly than the now-falling floorclock, due to being released earlier, its pulses will cover a shorter and shorter
distance as it catches up with the floor-clock; resulting in its pulses being
Doppler shifted.
Comparing the time on the falling clocks allows Thorne to confirm that time
must flow more slowly near the floor than the ceiling. Gravity must dilate the
flow of time.
Brilliant! He has proved what he began by claiming! This is known as
'confirmation bias'. Not a compliment!
Let's look further at Einstein's Equivalence Principle which equates
gravitational and inertial mass; claiming that there is no difference between a
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uniform, static, gravitational field and the (pseudo) ‘G’ forces associated with a
non-inertial (accelerating) object. This theory became a fundamental
contribution to General Relativity. Einstein posited the following idea of "Two
Lifts". One static on Earth, the other accelerated through non-gravitational
'space' as a demonstration of their exactly similar characteristics.

Diagram 21; Einstein's Lift
However this is too simple an idea on which to base a fundamental theory.
Consider two identical rockets; one is accelerating in space, beyond any
gravitational fields, and another set down on earth. A perfect concept whereby
these two circumstances should be able to confirm the Equivalence Principle.

Diagram 22; A pulse emitted in a 'static' rocket, on Earth, subject to gravity
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Here, in diagram 22, we have a static rocket on earth, a pulse is generated in
its nose and received at a target in its tail. Although the path of the pulse is
influenced by gravity (Pound-Rebka) the pulse will maintain a constant
frequency; an invariable wavelength.

Diagram 23; the pulse travel-distance reduced in an accelerating rocket
The images in diagram 23 are of the same single rocket, but accelerating at
1g, in a gravity-free zone. The gaps (blue arrows) between the black rocket
images increase down the page as the ship accelerates to the left. (If the gaps
were evenly spaced, then the craft would be cruising at a constant speed).
As before, pulses are sent, regularly, from its nose to its tail. These are shown
arriving at the tail receiver in the red images of that same craft.
The red images reflect the forward distance that the rocket has moved during
the flight of each pulse.
The following black images correspond, each time, to the previous red image,
showing that a new pulse is generated as the previous pulse is received at the
tail.
This diagram, therefore, demonstrates the decrease in wavelength and the
increase in frequency of a pulse in an accelerating rocket. The pulse travel
distance will diminish until there is no space left at all for it pass from emitter
to receiver.(should the rocket be able to reach the speed of light.)
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This is the first difference between gravitational and inertial mass.
For if the static rocket on Earth experienced this same narrowing of the
pulse's wavelength, as it does in flight, then, with no applied action or force
(other than gravity) there will also have to come a time when the sender and
receiver occupy the same place and no pulses can be sent at all.
This doesn't happen.
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Diagram 24; Summary of differences between 1g acceleration and the force
of Gravity.
FURTHER ERRORS
1) unlike the depleting power required for maintaining a 1g force in flight,
gravity is an inexhaustible force.
2) The in-space rocket will inevitably slow as it approaches the speed of light,
as continual acceleration will be prevented by its increasing mass. But the
mass of the earth-based rocket will not increase.
Thorne's next topic concerning 'Einstein's Legacy' is to offer his own
explanation of Einstein's curved space.
PARALLEL LINES
Thorne shows two straight and parallel lines drawn on a sheet of paper before
applying the flat-page lines to a globe.
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Diagram 25; Thorne applies parallel lines incorrectly to a sphere.
Euclidean geometry claims that parallel lines do not cross, and the corollary of
this is; if space is flat then parallel lines, in space, will never cross.
The curved World Lines around the globe, which airliners follow for their
shortest routes, are erroneously considered by Thorne to be parallel when
only part of them are viewed.
Thorne claims that, at the city of Quito, Ecuador two parallel lines (they're not)
projected northward, do cross at the pole.
ERROR
The meaning of the word parallel refers to lines that never cross, so this is a
misuse of the word parallel by Thorne and by Relativity. It is a misreading of
the globe; it's a false perception that by looking at only a tiny part of the World,
enables a claim that any of the great circles are, in reality, parallel at any
point.
Thus, to apply the badly conceived hypothesis that World lines are anywhere
parallel, to a belief in curved 'space', is basing an inevitably flawed idea on an
incontestable mistake.

Diagram 26; The dangers of looking at too small a part of the globe.
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But Thorne insists;
"In sufficiently small regions on the globe, along the great circle's route, the
globes curvature can hardly be noticed. In such a region a great circle looks
straight."
"Construct a new straight line that is precisely parallel to the first and they will
cross at the pole".
"This crossing of initially parallel straight lines signals the curvature of
spacetime, curvature causes the crossing"
ERROR
Can hardly be noticed! Precisely paralle! It, looks straight, it is perceived to be
straight! (Surely only by the most casual, careless and irresponsible nonphysicist) The claim continues; THERORE it must be straight in each and
every small region along its route. Physics cannot trust, use or countenance
half-baked claims like this! None of those lines can ever have been precisely
parallel
It may be an airliner's shortest route, but it is inexcusable that 'straight' and
'parallel' are being considered as being one and the same!
BLACK HOLES and CONFLICTING MATHS

Diagram 27; the miasma of maths; can this mess be trusted to give true and
'proper' answers?
It is the culmination of all the errors outlined above that have allowed Thorne's
astronauts in Part (2) to be able to travel vast distances, to examine blackholes and to utilise wormholes.
In 1939 Einstein unwittingly gave us an example of how unreliable maths can
be in predicting the characteristics of unseen cosmological items, when he
published his mathematical proof against the possibility of black-holes being
real. Einstein was calculating the speed at which particles should travel
around the critical circumference of a black hole.
"If the cluster of particles were smaller than 1.5 times the critical
circumference, then the gravity would be so strong that the particles would
have to travel faster than light".
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Since then, however, many physicists have discovered, again solely through
the manipulation of maths, various competing versions of these unobserved
phenomena. Each have been quite happy to criticise opponent's views,
unconcerned that this brings mathematics itself into disrepute.
"It is dangerously easy in a delicate measurement to get the result that one
thinks one is supposed to get.
Adam's gravitational redshift measurement is an example. His result agreed
with the predictions but the predictions were severely wrong due to errors of
astronomers' estimates of mass and circumference of Sirius B."
"Edmund C Stoner had independently derived and published the existence of
the white-dwarf maximum mass but his derivation was rather less convincing
than Chandrasekhar's because he pretended the star had a constant density
throughout its interior."
Disagreements also abound regarding the very reference frames that I
criticised earlier.
Einstein, we remember, thought of these frames as imaginary laboratories,
where all their parts are at rest with one another. However a later physicist,
Finkelstein, had his own different notion of reference frames. His could
include huge regions of space where various parts were in motion with
respect to one another; some being static themselves; some moving.
This further allowed for the simultaneous covering of regions of spacetime, far
from an imploding star, but his interpretation of associated events still
employing the restrictive notion of the two observers.
His observers were;
1) a faraway 'static' observer's viewpoint, and
2) an observer riding inward with an imploding star.
Other frames could include all regions in between his protagonists. His
hypothesis considered that parts of each frame could also be in motion, with
respect to one another.
A very different understanding from that considered by their founder!
Finkelstein's theory therefore could reconcile the 'freezing' of a star's
implosion, as observed from far away, with the continued implosion observed
from the stars surface. These two apparently synchronous, but fundamentally
different, views of the same event, recall my earlier dismissal of there being
two ways of seeing a flash's path in a car interior. Even if you take into
consideration the speed of information, two totally diverse opinions
concerning a single synchronous event must always be faulty.
But this possibility, as we shall see, is also exploited in Thorne's story in part
(2) of this essay.
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So for eighty years physicists have determined many varying characteristics
of so-far undetected black-holes; perhaps the most famous proponent being
Stephen Hawking.
Hawking claimed, that black-holes could be used to decrease the entropy of
the Universe- but this would thereby violate the Second law of
Thermodynamics. He suggested that all the air molecules, from some area,
could be bundled into a small package and dropped into a black-hole.
He was unable to suggest how this might be accomplished.
The air molecules and all the entropy they carry would then disappear from
our Universe, Hawking insisted, adding that when this package of air entered
the hole, (providing that the hole's entropy did not increase to compensate for
the loss), then the total entropy of the Universe will have been reduced.
Bekenstein, another physicist, disallowed this hypothesis, saying that this
would violate the Second law of Thermodynamics
To preserve the second law, a black-hole must possess an entropy that goes
up when such a package falls through a black hole's horizon.
Bekenstein posited that the entropy could perhaps be absorbed, in the hole's
surface area.
Hawking disagreed, saying that both entropy and air molecules could be lost
together by throwing them down a black-hole, claiming that this would be the
advantageous nature of black-holes!
Extraordinarily, the usually precise Hawking casually remarked that;
"We will just have to accept this violation of the second law of
thermodynamics."
Saying that ;
"besides, it has no serious consequences at all".
"For example, although under ordinary circumstances a violation of the
second law of thermodynamics might permit one to make a perpetual motion
machine; when it is a black hole that causes the violation, no perpetual motion
machine is possible."
"The violation is just a tiny peculiarity in the laws of physics, one of the laws
that we can live with quite happily".
This is unbelievably cavalier and disingenuous for an eminent scientist, yet
most of the world's black-hole experts thought Hawking correct.
To offer his alternate view Bekenstein estimated just how much a hole's
entropy would have to grow, when a package of air is dropped into it, still to
preserve the Second law of Thermodynamics.
He also estimated how much the plunging package would increase the
horizon's area; and from these rough estimates, he deduced a relationship
between entropy and area, which, he thought, might always preserve the
Second law of Thermodynamics:
His conclusion however was based on the (as yet ill-understood) laws of
Quantum Gravity.
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The implication was that the enormous amount of entropy, caused by the
thrown-in package of air, represented a huge amount of randomness, and this
randomness would reside inside the hole.
His conjecture was that the hole's interior had to contain a huge number of
atoms or molecules all randomly distributed.
But this was contrary to current physics which believed (and still believes) that
a black-hole's interior contains a singularity, not atoms or molecules.
Thibault Damour had independently translated the previously determined
spacetime equations, in order to describe an early characteristic of blackholes, that of them spinning; making claims about their plasma and magnetic
fields. Damour posited that this 'current', when it reaches the horizon, does
not enter the hole, and this was a new paradigm for black holes.
Some of the black-holes' attributes that have occupied the minds of
cosmological physicists are; a hole's gravity; it's scale or size, its density, its
resistance to compression, its horizon's shrinkage, its temperature; constant
or otherwise, its possible evaporation, whether it spins or not, whether it emits
anything at all, possibly radiation, whether they are a product of an imploding
white dwarf and whether they can explode in a fraction of a second. Also,
whether quantum mechanics will ever be able to offer more positive
conclusions.
Igor and Thorne, himself, struggled to discover the laws that govern gas as it
accretes into black holes and emits x-rays.
Pree and Teukolsky sought ways to discover whether a spinning black-hole is
stable against small perturbations.
Hawking and others tried to deduce from Einstein's general relativity
equations for the full set of laws that govern the evolution of black-holes.
These are the most extraordinary assertions to arise merely from the
manipulation of questionably relevant numbers.
Thorne, once more, maintains that an astronaut, falling into a black-hole, will
be infinitely stretched. However a black-hole cannot be of infinite depth, so
part of the astronaut will stick out!
And nothing is meant to escape from a black-hole.
Similarly, against all these claims that nothing can seep out from a black-hole,
because of its colossal gravity, arguments still abound about the possibility of
virtual particles being able to escape, and a hole being able to emit radiation,
since Borisovich and Zel'dovich, 'proved' that radiation could escape, slowing
its spin and converting mass into out-flowing energy.
However, the most unforgivable assertion about these improbably, cosmic
phenomena is that images of them are totally and disastrously misconceived.
Their depiction being drawn out in a single direction; failing in the same way
as does the image of the expanding universe referred to (diagram 1) at the
beginning of this paper.
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To be shown as a funnel shaped throat with a tapering tube below it,
describes something which does not coincide with its hypothesised features.
A large mass is said to cause everything, including light, to fall towards it,
implying only one direction in which its huge gravity acts.

Diagram 28: The common misconception of a black-hole
ERROR
1) There is no special direction in space.
2) How is it that items are being drawn in from only one direction?
3) Why doesn't the horizon extend all around, drawing items to a globe's
centre?
4) What is happening around the remainder of the mass not shown to be in a
tube?
.It is extraordinary that distinguished minds should spend so much time on the
perception of what a black-hole might offer, when the reality of such
phenomena is still so elusive.
However, there is the general agreement amongst physicists that Black-holes
of stellar mass form when very massive stars collapse at the end of their life
cycle; when an imploding star's gravity ostensibly pulls objects towards its
centre, resulting in a curved shape of space around the imploding star.
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Thorne, for the clarification of this, (for his students), produced a diagram,
matched below, whereby he likens an imploding star's behaviour to a group of
ants walking on a malleable rubber membrane.

Diagram 29; Thorne's ants and blue signal balls. Green balls are mine
1) On a rubber membrane five ants walk to its centre and their weight distorts
it. The ants use signal balls, (which travel at light speed), towards a sixth ant
who remains at the membrane's edge.
2) The membrane starts to collapse, its surface contracting downwards
(actually inwards, as this illustration is said to depict an imploding star's
gravity pulling objects towards its centre)
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The membrane sags further (representing the curved shape of space around
an imploding star).
Therefore the membrane's surface contracts faster and faster.
"The signal balls which were uniformly spaced in time, when dispatched by
the trapped ants, are received by the remaining ant at more and more widely
spaced intervals, (analogous to the reddening of light from the imploding star)"
ERROR
1) Firstly, as the balls are described as being synonymous with light speed,
there is no reason why their travel time, to the remaining ant, should
lengthen.
2) Their speed has to be consistent, the gaps between the blue balls have to
be equal, as the speed of light cannot change.
3) To compare their speed with 'reddening' ( the wavelength) is a wrong
assumption.
Therefore I add my interpretation of events by showing the balls in GREEN.
which do have consistent gaps between them.
3) "Ball 15 is dispatched 15 seconds after the collapse began, at the precise
moment when the ants were being sucked through the membrane's
circumference, contracting exactly with precisely the speed of the balls motion
(speed of light)".
ERROR
1) The speed of light is never affected by the circumstances of its being
emitted.
2) The movement of the rubber membrane, being drawn in to the shape of the
distortion will not affect light speed.
3) Thorne's balls show a friction between them and the moving membrane.
There would be no friction for light.
4) "Just 0.001 seconds before reaching the critical circumference the trapped
ants dispatched ball number 14.999, this ball barely outracing the contracting
membrane.....
again how can it 'outrace' the membrane, light is independent of any surface
movement below it
.......so it does not reach the remaining ant until 137 seconds after the
collapse began".
"Ball 15.001 sent out 0,001 seconds after the critical circumference got
sucked into the highly curved region to be crushed with the ants."
"The receiving ant would never receive ball 15, or any balls after that. Those
just before 15 would take so long to escape....
Why? There is no reason why it will not travel to the receiving ant at light
speed).
.... that to her the collapse would appear to slow and freeze right at the critical
circumference".
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So here we have the explanation of the conviction that time slows to a halt at
a black-hole's critical circumference.
Now this opens up a whole new problem.
If time flows extremely slowly at a black hole's horizon, what happens to a
beam of light that happens to pass through that zone, at a height just beyond
where it would be drawn in? Does it slow too, and then speed up again when
free of the slow-time-zone?
The images below shows this question applied to;
Diagram 30) being the impossible image of a black hole, (supported by
current physics), whereby space has a 'downward' direction and the highdensity mass at its centre only pulls only one way.
And, below;
Diagram 31) A spherical black-hole, whereby the inner mass pulls debris and
light from all directions.
However, if the assertion is that, either way, there is involved a slow-time
zone, then the question is; do we receive light that passes through a blackhole's slow-time zone later than the light that passes around one?
And if that is so, wouldn't that actually enable us to 'see' a black-hole?

Diagram 30; Light, as predicted, slowed by passing a black-hole's slow-timezone.

Diagram 31; The same expectation for a spherical black-hole
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Light approaching a black-hole will be travelling at 300,000 kilometres a
second. So, really, what can happen to those beams when they enter an area
where that one 'proper' second now lasts for a year for example?
Does the light react to this interaction and actually travel in the zone for a
year, where its actual light speed will be enormously reduced? In which case
the apparent distance the light has travelled, by the time the beams hit Earth,
will be recorded as having travelled over a far greater expanse of space,
giving a false distance-measurement of its source. Or will those photons just
ignore the local time and pass through it at 'c'?
.
It is extraordinary that, given we have never actually discovered a black hole,
either utilising telescopes for visual images or by the interpretation of radio
waves or x-rays, that so much work has been done over the last eighty years
to 'prove' their existence and to describe their idiosyncrasies.
Mathematics is the only fall-back in predicting the possible presence of blackholes and for conjecturing about their characteristics, and we have seen
earlier that maths cannot be considered infallible as so many mathematicians
are able to criticise each other's calculations.
Yet physicists have still allowed higher maths, and mathematical modelling, to
attest to the presence and abilities of these speculative objects.
Such as;
"In 1967 we would never have believed that a black hole could evaporate"
"Without Don Page's letter Mike Morris and I would not have known that all
wormholes, regardless of their shape, require 'exotic' material to keep them
open. And without Tom Roman's remark Morris and I might have gone on
blithely unaware that from wormholes an advanced civilisation can easily
make a time machine."
This reminds me of an article in a completely mad magazine called Weekly
World News, which once said "Second World War aircraft on moon, missing."
With a photograph of the moon's surface, without a plane!
Now we look at some of these further assumptions of a black hole's assumed
characteristics.
1) The presumption that black holes can merge. Moving at nearly the speed of
light, it is maintained that their horizons touch and come together. Here a
detailed description from Thorne;
"Although one cannot in any way discover its past history, the spinning hole
horizon is left perfectly smooth and circular in equatorial cross section with the
shape described by Kerr's solution to the Einstein Field Equation".
That is a lot of detail without empirical evidence, and its followed by the
following claim;
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Diagram 32; The conception of two black holes conjoining
"The coalescing history of black-holes is encoded in the curvature ripples of
gravitational waves travelling through the curvature of spacetime".
And;
"gravitational waves are likely to revolutionize our understanding of the
Universe, but we have not understood the code yet"
"Its all very uncertain".
Uncertain it may be, however, this hasn't prevented very many physicists from
extrapolating even more outrageous predictions.
It is a fundamental criticism that the sole evidence for black-holes stems from
exceedingly complex equations, where maths has allowed so many differing,
often contradictory, conclusions to be achieved.
Perhaps the most risible prediction from black-holes themselves, is the
prophecy of Wormholes.
WORMHOLES (1)
"The only way to consider or contemplate a worm hole is to envisage black
holes in this 2d manner."
Below such an accepted image of a wormhole, conveniently formed by two
mating black-holes. Unlike diagram 32 above these mate end-to-end rather
than horizon to horizon, but still the concept relies on the faulty depiction of a
one-direction funnel.
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Diagram 33; The two faulty paradigms; the membrane and curved spacetime.
The Laws of Physics have been bent to adapt to the likelihood of these being
real. Thorne maintains;
"The laws of black-hole physics, drawn in this membrane paradigm, are
completely equivalent to the corresponding laws of the curved spacetime
paradigm-so long as one restricts attention to the hole's exterior".
"Consequently, the two paradigms give precisely the same predictions for the
outcomes of all experiments or observations that anyone might make
outside a black hole-including all astronomical observations made from
Earth."
"The curved spacetime paradigm, with its horizons made from curved empty
spacetime, may be useful when considering the pulsations of black holes~
The membrane paradigm, with horizons made from electrically charged
membranes, are best when considering a black holes production of jets. The
predictions of the two paradigms are guaranteed to be the same."
Now the introduction of useful wormholes is recognised as being "not that
simple". (Really!) It seems that they require the use of some 'exotic material'
in order to keep their orifices open.
Thorne, in his book, imagines the 'mouth' of a wormhole being in his dining
room, through which he is able to hold hands with his wife, at the far-distant,
and opposite mouth of that same wormhole, as she speeds through the
Universe in her spaceship.
Details of this feat include specific times and dates for his wife, featured thus,
to travel forth and to return.
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This discovery (obviously 'perceived' not real) of the need for 'exotic material',
triggered much research during 1988 to 1992. (Although how this was actually
investigated must be a closely guarded secret.)
The researchers asked; "do the laws of physics permit 'exotic material' to
exist and if so under what circumstances?"
And specifics were determined;
"Any spherical wormhole through which a beam of light can travel will
gravitationally defocus the light beam.
To see that this is so- means that the beam is sent through a converging lens
before it enters the wormhole, thereby making all its rays converge radially
toward the wormhole's centre.
Then the rays will always continue to travel radially which means that when
they emerge from the other mouth, they are diverging radially outward, away
from the wormhole's centre. The beam has been defocused."
"The wormhole's spacetime curvature, which causes the defocusing, is
produced by the "exotic material" that threads through the wormhole and
holds the wormhole open".
The item continues, predictably, with another twisting of the laws of physics
conflating 'spacetime curvature' and gravity.
"Since spacetime curvature is equivalent to gravity, it, in fact, is the exotic
material's gravity that defocuses the light beam. In other words, the exotic
material gravitationally repels the beams light rays. pushing them away from
itself and hence away from each other, and thereby defocuses them.
This is precisely the opposite to what happens in a gravitational lens. There
light from a distant star is focused by the gravitational pull of an intervening
star or galaxy or black hole; here the light is defocused".
ERROR
Actually physics suggests that spacetime curvature causes gravitational
attraction, but this is definitely not an equivalence!
Firstly a wormhole is conceived, then the need for "exotic material" follows;
then that material having its own "gravity" is envisioned.
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Diagram 34; The belief that the mouth of a wormhole may move.
Thorne's explanation of how the mouths of a wormhole can move, relative to
each other, requires the wormhole to be viewed from an external Universe
where the length of the wormhole would remain fixed.
However, where this 'external universe' might be, is not revealed.
The diagram 34, above reflects an idea from Thorne's work , being a
sequence of snapshots that depict the motion of our Universe with the
wormhole being relative to another imagined area called 'hyperspace'.
He does admit that hyperspace is just a useful figment of our imaginations,
but still he presses on with claims that require it to be a reality.
Once again, the laws of physics that says there is no direction in space are
abandoned when he continues;
"Relative to hyperspace, the bottom part of our Universe is sliding rightward in
the diagrams, while the wormhole and the top part of our Universe
remain at rest. Correspondingly, as seen in our Universe, the mouths of the
wormhole are moving relative to each other (they are getting further apart) but
as seen through the wormhole they are at rest with respect to each other, the
wormhole's length does not change"
ERROR
There are no directions in space. Nothing can be 'at rest' in an accelerating
Universe.
I ask, what is the value in such imaginary scenarios?
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CONSTRUCTING A WORMHOLE
Thorne proclaims that;
"It seems fairly obvious that in order to make a wormhole one must tear two
holes in space and sew them together.
"Fairly obvious"? Are we still in the realms of physics?
Lets look at all the attempts to disguise 'perception' as being 'reality' in the
asserted construction of wormholes.
"We can imagine two strategies for constructing a wormhole, where before
there was none: a quantum strategy, and a classical strategy."
"The quantum strategy relies on gravitational vacuum fluctuations; that is, the
gravitational analogue of the electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations: random,
probabilistic fluctuations in the curvature of space caused by a tug of war in
which adjacent regions of space are continually stealing energy from each
other and then giving it back".
"Gravitational vacuum fluctuations are thought to be everywhere, but again, at
this time because they are so tiny, no experimenter has ever detected them".
"Just as an electron's random degeneracy motions become more vigorous
when one confines the electron to a smaller and smaller region, so also
gravitational vacuum fluctuations are more vigorous in small regions than in
large. That is, for small wavelengths rather than for large".
"In 1955, John Wheeler, by combining the laws of quantum mechanics and
the laws of general relativity (actually still not achieved) in a tentative and
crude way, deduced that in a region the size of the Planck-Wheeler length,
⁶, 1.62 x 10 -³ centimetres or smaller, the vacuum fluctuations are so huge
that space as we know it "boils" and becomes a froth of quantum foam - the
same sort of quantum foam as makes up the core of a spacetime singularity".

Diagram 35; Thorne's Quantum Foam!!
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"Quantum foam, therefore, is everywhere: inside black holes, in interstellar
space, in the room where you sit, in your brain. But to see the quantum foam,
one would have to zoom in with a (hypothetical) super-microscope, looking at
space and its contents on smaller and smaller scales.
One would have to zoom in from the scale of you and me (hundreds of
centimetres) to the scale of an atom (10 -⁸ centimetres), to the scale of an
atomic nucleus (10 -¹³ centimetres), and then on downward by twenty factors
of 10 more, to 10 -³³ centimetres.
At all the early, "large" scales, space would look completely smooth, with a
very definite (but tiny) amount of curvature".
"As the microscopic zoom nears, then passes 10 -³² centimetres, however,
one would see space begin to writhe, ever so slightly at first, and then more
and more strongly until, when a region just 10 -³³ centimetres in size fills the
super-microscope's entire eyepiece, space has become a froth of probabilistic
quantum foam".
This is the 'madness' to which my title refers
However, we now come to even more extraordinary claims;
FROM SPECULATION TO MADNESS; THE BILLIARD BALL CRISIS
Another Paradox which fascinates physicists is the Grandfather or
Grandmother Paradox, whereby any time travel into the past is denied, as one
could kill a predecessor, thus prevent one's own birth,
Joe Polchinski, of the University of Texas, posed a simple ( ! ) variant of this
paradox - which Thorne chooses to analyse.
Thorne takes a wormhole that has already been made into a time machine.
He places its two mouths at rest near each other, out in interplanetary space.
(He makes it sound as if this is straightforward to accomplish).
Then, he considers a billiard-ball launched towards the right mouth from an
appropriate initial location and with an appropriate initial velocity.
(Those values are not provided).
The ball, entering the right mouth, will travel backward in time.
(As if this goes without saying).
It will then fly out of the left mouth before it ever entered the right.
This view is as seen by an outside observer, where the ball will then hit its
younger self, thus preventing itself from ever entering the right mouth- and
hitting itself once more.
But as with the Grandfather Paradox there is a problem. In Polchinski's
paradox, the billiard ball goes back in time and, by hitting itself, prevents itself
from ever going back in time.
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Both situations are, of course, non-sequitur. Just as the laws of physics must
be logically consistent with each other, so also the evolution of the Universe,
as governed by the laws of physics, must be fully consistent with itself.
So Thorne asserted that because "the quantum mechanical realm is a little
more subtle" he will find a way for the object of Polchinski's Paradox to work,
as he agrees that there is no way that the billiard ball can go back in time and
change its own histories.
Several eminent physicists also thought this circumstance worth pursuing, no
matter how unrealistic or unprofitable the time spent on it would be.
Thorne, Morris, Yurtsever, Fernando Echeverria, and Gunnar Klinkhammer all
dedicated time to make this apparent paradox work within the laws of physics,
even although a wormhole, and the opportunity to toss into it a billiard ball,
does seem to be beyond those sacred limits.
After some months of mathematical struggle, they all proved that there,
indeed is, a fully self-consistent way to throw a billiard ball into a wormhole
that satisfies all the laws of physics .
The ball is thrown into the wormhole's right-hand mouth at t=3.00 as in
Polchinski's paradox. Half an hour later, at t = 3:30, this original ball gets hit
on its left, rear side, by an older-looking, damaged ball, which, of course is its
older self.
The collision is gentle enough to deflect the original ball only slightly from its
entry course, but hard enough to damage it. The original ball, now damaged,
continues onward, along its slightly-altered trajectory, to enter the wormhole
mouth at t = 3:45, it then travels backward in time by 30 minutes, and exits
from the left-hand mouth at t =3:15.
(Brilliant!)
Because its trajectory has been altered slightly by comparison with
Polchinski's paradoxical trajectory, the ball, now damaged, hits its original self
a glancing blow on the left, rear side at t = 3:30, instead of the vigorous, highly
deflecting blow of earlier. The evolution thereby is made fully self-consistent.
Both trajectories are the same as the initial motion except that the geometry of
the collision is slightly different, and correspondingly the trajectory between
collisions is slightly different.
In particular, the old, damaged ball emerges from the left mouth on a different
trajectory than its initial entrance path, a trajectory that takes it in front of the
original ball (instead of behind it), and produces a glancing blow on the
original ball's front, right side (instead of left rear side).
The jubilant physicists showed that both trajectories, satisfy all the physical
laws that govern 'classical' billiard balls.
Unfortunately this whole enterprise cannot take place in a universe without
time machines, as without these, each set of initial conditions for a billiard ball
will give rise to only one trajectory that satisfies all the classical laws of
physics.
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Which is a shame really as time machines would make possible an infinite
number of equally good predictions for the balls motion!
And according to the 'proof' of John Friedman and Mike Morris, that if waves
were to travel backward in time through a wormhole, there would be no
irresolvable paradoxes, as the waves would superimpose linearly on
themselves.
Do we think that time was well spent in addressing this issue?

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PART 2

SCIENCE FICTION as FACT
Thorne, in an effort to make time-dilation understandable to a lay audience,
consigns part of his book to an imaginary trip being made by a fictitious
astronaut and her crew, of his own invention.
The various events within the tale are meant to illustrate diverse, astrological
phenomena, all representing real and possible physical circumstances to
which both he and others are totally committed.
Thorne's imaginary mission is a journey to the middle of the Milky Way, in
order for the astronauts to visit a particular black-hole which has a mass of
1 million times that of our sun, and a circumference of 18.5 million kilometers.
The ship travels at a 1g acceleration for the first half of the journey and a 1g
deceleration to the destination.
And here comes the first scientific point of Thorne's story. Exploiting Einstein's
special relativity, it is time-dilation that assists this lengthy trip.
This 30,100 light year journey would equate to 30,102 years as measured on
earth. (which equates to travelling at 99.99% the speed of light). At this speed
Thorne / Einstein's time-dilation allows this starship to take only 20 astronaut
years to cover that distance.
As we have considered in Part 1, time dilation requires the opinion of another,
particular or specified, observer to provide a differing time line.
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ERROR
No second observer, or their relative speed or their location are documented
for this comparison.
Lets look at the issues one by one in order to determine their validity.
ISSUE (1)
LENGTH CONTRACTION
Now in Thorne's story its not clear whether the astronauts can travel huge
distances because the apparent time of the trip, has, for them, been
shortened, or whether the 'proper' distance between locations have actually
physically shrunk.
Current physics concedes;
"A further consequence of movement, any movement, is that distances shrink
in the direction of motion, at high percentages of the speed of light.
For example, let’s travel to a star 100 light years from Earth and our speed is
99% of the speed of light".
"Common sense tells us that we will reach the star in just over 100 years, but
this doesn’t take dilation into account. Instead, because the distance has been
dilated we will reach the star in only 14.1 years".
"As we go ever faster the dilation becomes ever more dramatic, so that at
99.9% of the speed of light we would reach it in just 4.5 years and at 99.99%
around 1.4 years."
How easily we abandon common sense. Its as if 'counterintuitive' is perfectly
acceptable, and beyond criticism or doubt.
You will notice too, that it is not clear, in the last paragraph, whether it is the
ship or the crew who record the journey time taken, although the previous
paragraph does assure us that the distance has been shrunk.
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Diagram 36: light and a spaceship travel a 30 light year journey
Here we have the common sense view of a trip to a star 30 light years away
from Earth.
Light, of course, arrives at the distant location after a thirty year journey, no
matter how photons, themselves, 'experience' time passing. (green line)
For here we have the ultimate confusion about light.
"For light experiences no time passing". Does not mean that light has no time
passing, as considered by every outside observer anywhere in the Universe.
Light travels; it takes time.
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A space craft is shown in red as it accelerates at 20% 'c' for the first year,
rising to 50% light speed by the end of year 2, and reaching 90% 'c' by the
end of year 3. From then on it cruises at 90% 'c' (blue line) with a deceleration
(red again) to match the original acceleration, until it reaches its destination
after 35.5 years.
Now, how can length contraction really shorten this distance for us, as
claimed by Thorne on page 57?

Diagram 37; the distance requiring shrinkage

Diagram 38; The rather upsetting shrinking of distance
I think you will agree that astrologists would be rather upset if all of space was
distorted just to facilitate a quick trip for one small spaceship. However, there
is clearly no other way to reduce the 'proper' distance.
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Should length contraction actually shorten distance, however, surely it would
also shorten the length of the craft proportionally, such that the craft still has
to cover the same relative distance.

Diagram 39; The distance to be shrunken, once more
And of course, by reciprocity, both the Earth and the distant planet would also
have to shrink in the direction of travel, making the trip even longer, in terms
of a multiplication of the craft's own length- against the shrunken light-year
distance.

Diagram 40; reciprocity demanding that all objects should be reduced
similarly- giving, proportionally, no assistance at all for the astronauts.
We have to toss aside length contraction as a poorly conceived theory, as it is
beyond 'counterintuitive; there is no way in which it can work.
So to cover Thorne's 30,100 light year expanse, the space craft itself
obviously does have to travel that 'proper' distance.
And Relativistic Time dilation has to be abandoned also, for, if it crossed that
enormous cosmic gap in only 20 years it would be travelling at 1,505 times
light speed, which we acknowledge is ridiculous. (Plus, on arrival, the
astronaut could turn around and actually see her own take off!)
The concept of relativistic-time-dilation in this story, then, is that the crew only
age by 20 years during their trip Their whole metabolism must slow
immensely, whereby their 20 year of living aboard the spaceship is giving
them an aging advantage ratio of 1 to 1,505.
20 years is 0.0664% of the 30,100 light year distance.
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Diagram 41; Time Dilation;
Here we have a graph, supporting Thorne's story, purporting to show how,
with greater speed, a greater time dilation is gained. This is constructed by the
equation; t¹ = t √ 1-V²/c² , we met earlier.
Where t¹=dilated time; t= stationary time; V = velocity and c = speed of light.
But we have learnt in Part (1) that the notion of time dilation is a difference in
the elapsed time measured by two observers only, due to a velocity
difference, relative to one another. Relativity assures us that a clock that is
moving relative to an observer will be measured to tick slower than a clock
that is at rest in the observer's own frame of reference. But, as in
'Firecrackers' of part (1), neither observer can actually 'see' the other's clock
to verify any differences.
Also, who are we measuring the crew against in the case of Thorne's story?
Who is it, who's 'at rest'? Who is t, and where is t ? And at what velocity does
this second observer happen to be travelling.
Again, as we have seen in 'Firecrackers', in reality we have a choice of
observers, each of whom can give us a different answer to this equation.
The above graph is constructed against a person who is considered to be
static, so there is enabled the greatest difference between their two life-times .
But we are now fed up with complaining that there is no such thing as 'static'.
At the beginning of Thorne's journey who was it, or what branch of physics
was it, who chose the second observer, who has enabled, by their
'perception', to allow this astronaut crew to slow down their lives so
considerably?
Even if the chosen second observer was sitting in an armchair on earth, who
can put a number into an equation that represents his or her movement on
this spinning Earth; with its movement around the Sun; with the Sun's
movement in the Milky way etc, etc?
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Suppose the second observer is located on "The runaway star, US 708". This
is travelling at 745 miles per second (1200 km/s) — that's 26 million miles per
hour (43 million km/h) —making it the fastest star in the Milky Way ever
clocked by astronomers. The difference in velocity V for the symbols in the
above equation would be vastly different.
What about direction? Supposing the second observer were to be in a
completely different part of the Universe, where the combined speeds of all
the affecting cosmic matter could add to a sum equating to the percentage
speed of light at which Thorne's travelling observers move?
It is extraordinary that from such diverse and vague circumstances, concrete
conclusions can be drawn.
ISSUE 2)
THORNE'S STORY CONTINUES
They have found the black-hole sought. The ship's captain will blast down
close to the black hole's horizon, so as to record most of the effects and
characteristics of the 'event horizon'.
She discovers that at a distance of 1.501 horizontal circumferences, the
gravitational pull can just be counteracted by the centrifugal force she
experiences by his orbiting of the hole. (With just a small change to 1.5
horizontal circumferences this would require his orbit to have her exceeding
the speed of light, to avoid being drawn down into the hole)
If the Captain's current, safe, orbit has her travelling just below light-speed for
the centrifugal forces to keep her from being drawn into the hole. Why
therefore, isn't she whisked away to a far distant region by the ongoing affects
of time-dilation? Or perhaps time dilation will hold her back, whilst her crew
above continue to age faster (or slower; certainly one or the other) than she?
How will she find her way back to the craft if time disparity separates them all
now?
Whatever, if she manages to return to her ship her age must, in some way, be
different from that of her crew.
To continue;
The story has it that the Captain has somehow found and rejoined her ship.
No mention is made of age differences here.
Now the crew's calculations.......
"determine that the larger the black hole, the weaker will be the gravitational
forces necessary to overcome, in order for her to hover even closer to a black
hole, to make her observations".
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So her trusty onboard mate scans space for a larger black-hole, and she finds
one of "15 trillion solar masses"; but this is 2 billion light years from their
present position in the Milky Way.
(Thorne assures us that this will be all of 10% of the distance to the edge of
the observable universe).
With the repeated 1g acceleration, then the 1g deceleration to this new
location, the starship takes (again thanks to the vague figures derived from
Lorentz and Relativity) only 42 starship's crew-years to reach this larger
black-hole.
Meanwhile, 2 billion years will have passed on Earth.
Once again, I insist that the starship itself has clearly had to cover a 'proper'
distance of 2 billion light years. Its frame, its electronics, its mechanics, its fuel
and food, its systems and utilities have all had to survive for 2 billion years.
Oddly, with the spacecraft having aged by 2 billion years, the humans inside,
(only shielded by the hull and living only a few meters from space itself),
haven't!
Two time-lines are running concurrently, but, like the idea of parallel
Universes, there is no workable link between them.
How can time-dilation be so conveniently selective?
Can it be possible for one of the crew, 62 years older than he was at take-off,
to climb outside and space-walk, to fix some 2 billion year old, damaged, part
of the craft, without drastically aging himself?
Contrary to current physics which claims that clocks onboard will read the
dilated time, it has to be accepted that if the spacecraft's interior mechanical
and electronic apparatus has had to survive for 2 billion years, then
wristwatches too must be equally unaffected by time dilation and still record
original Earth-time.
We, ourselves, are reaching 'reductio ad absurdum'!
The maths, too, have gone haywire; for now the crew's extra 42 year
experience is providing an aging advantage ratio of 1 to 476,190, and 42
years is now only 0.0000021% of a 2 billion light year journey.
Given that the equation shown above, for determining time dilation in special
relativity, gave us a set of figures, for the first flight, of an aging advantage
ratio of 1 to 1,505, and 20 years was 0.0664% of the 30,100 light year
distance, something has gone awry.
How is it that the new numbers seem to make time-dilation even more
efficient on this second trip?
As I have shown in Part (1), there are as many different mathematical
examples of the effects and advantages of time-dilation as there are
physicists who believe in it. If they can be so casually inconsistent, this can
only indicate that the whole concept is unacceptable.
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OBSERVABLE UNIVERSE
There are various claims as to the distance from us of the Observable
Universe. Thorne's story come closest to the suggestion that the co-moving
distance from Earth to the edge of the observable universe is about 14.26
gigaparsecs which correlates to 46.5 billion light-years.
Thorne, above, assured us that the two billion light-year trip would take the
craft to a distance of 10% of the of the observable universe.
i) There are many estimates concerning the size of this. Below, diagram 42,
is the closest approximation to Thorne's figures, being a 20 billion year
distance; providing a sphere of a 40 billion year diameter for the Observable
Universe.
ii) In the diagram below I show Thorne's proposed follow-up, 42 year trip, and
what it represents, for the crew, in terms of the amount of the observable
universe's distance being traversed in this remarkably short time.

Diagram 42; Thorne's concept of the Observable Universe in which his crew
travel.
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iii) This diagram clearly demonstrates that 420 years does not at all reflect the
time it would take the space craft to reach its intended destination.
iv) Light, from this region, would take 133,333 years to reach Earth.
However, at Thorne's suggested speed, thanks to Relativity, it would take the
starship's crew (or their ancestors) only 420 years to reach the extent of the
observable universe. This is unquestionably exceeding the speed of light.
v) So how do the crew 'see' or 'read' any electromagnetic information that
might be passing their port-hole? They are travelling near light speed, but the
speed of light cannot be added to or subtracted from any moving object.
Therefore, they must be 'seeing' light that left Earth 2 billion years ago.
At the speed they are travelling, they must perceive that light itself, outside
their porthole, as passing 4762 times faster than light can travel!
vi) Can we really believe that the effect of time dilation (and or length
contraction) is sufficiently capable of allowing the spaceship's crew, so easily
and quickly, to arrive at that point in space, considering that the observable
universe took billions of years to reach that same distance from the Big Bang?
vii) In 'Firecrackers', in Part (1) we acknowledged a problem of having two
separate reference frames for the Driver and the Policeman, as that plan gave
a false result when considering a 'flash of light' being emitted in the centre of
the car.
Therefore, given those issues, perhaps the 'frame' of this starship should not
be isolated / separated from the 'frame' of Earth? And would this, therefore,
deny any time differences between the Earth and the spaceship after all?

ISSUE 3
BLACK HOLES
Thorne's story continues, as the Captain and his crew finally approach
'Gargantua', the author's fictitious black-hole, found at this new, two billion
year distance.
"There, the black disc of the hole keeps on growing (on approach) swinging
up around the sides of the star ship to cover everything except a bright
circular opening overhead through which the Captain can see the external
universe".
"It is as though you have entered a cave and were plunging deeper and
deeper".
Thorne makes no apology for exploiting that widely held error concerning the
two dimensional 'image' of a black hole, which we criticised in Part (1).
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He relies on this opinion of them being 'funnel shaped' or perhaps 'sockshaped' to fit his description of events;

Diagram 43; By his description Thorne's craft appears to fall into a net.
So when Thorne's story adds;
"Light is being pulled in from behind her from the bright ring above the rear of
the starship."
As in diagram 43, he fails to explain why, when the Captain is in a
gravitational field so strong it attracts the light from behind her, that her craft is
still able to resist that same force.
"The only electrometric rays to be photographed are those in the bright spot
overhead. This is a circle 3 degrees of arc (which she sees) whilst hovering at
rest, at 10g, at 1.0001 of the horizontal circumference".
So its now just a 10g force that is attracting light.
"Where she can see all the galaxies in the universe because the holes gravity
is bending the paths of light". She even sees 35% of the galaxies on the other
side of the hole! The 10g is pulling in radiation, distorting wavelengths to
provide false colours"
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"around the sides of the star ship........",
"bright circular opening overhead.................."
The craft has actually to be inside the black-hole for these comments to
pertain.

Diagram 44;The story follows the conventional depiction of a black-hole
devouring light.
ERROR
Depictions of a black-hole are predicated upon the idea below, (a heavy ball
distorting a rubber sheet) which is universally used to represent the incredible
gravitational pull of mass. This is completely inappropriate as in this
experiment it requires gravity below the sheet to deform it downward, by
acting upon the weight of the ball.

Diagram 45; erroneously explaining the shape and formation of a black-hole.
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As discussed earlier, space has no direction! No left nor right, no up nor down
and a black-hole certainly could not be a distorted flat plane .
To clear up the issue of my complaints concerning visual conceptions of
black-holes, here is a slightly better rendering of the idea; just a few of the
infinite number of funnels, that would all be pulling light and other cosmic
debris inward. Should such a phenomenon as a black-hole actually exist, then
this image, at least, would better represent such a theory.

Diagram 46; an infinite number of 'funnels' would make a globe.
The Event Horizon, therefore, would also have to be the orb-shaped limit of
that gravitational force.

WORM HOLES (2)
We have examined the speculation surrounding wormholes in Part (1) but,
imaginary or not, they appear in Thorne's journey as a short cut to 'back
home'.
A short-cut back to the Captain and crew's youth, having spent eons plunging
through time-dilated space!
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Diagram 47; a short-cut route made possible by a worm-hole.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTES;
1) HISTORY OF THE TIME DILATION EQUATION
In the late 1880's it was assumed that electromagnetic waves must be carried
through space via 'the ether', a substance that was thought to permeate all of
space. 'The ether' was thought to provide an absolute reference frame by
which the relative velocities of light waves could be measured.
Michelson and Morley, sought to detect any change in the speed of light due
to relative motion. Their null result had a profound impact, since it indicated
that light maintained a fixed velocity regardless of any relative motion on the
part of the observer. This, therefore, prompted doubts as to the very
existence of the ether, although such was the desire to maintain its existence
that many physicists began to examine other hypotheses that would
simultaneously explain the Michelson-Morley result and maintain the
existence of the ether.
Oliver Heaviside published a possible solution whereby electric and magnetic
fields of a point charge, in motion at a constant velocity v, in which the
longitudinal components of the field are deformed, by the equation v2 / c2 .
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George Francis FitzGerald, suggested that the null result of the MichelsonMorley experiment was due to length contraction "by an amount depending on
the square of the ratio of their velocities to that of light"
Three years later, Hendrik Lorentz independently derived a particular length
contraction that would correctly predict the null result for an object moving in
the x direction at a constant velocity v, asserting that moving objects appear
to be shorter in the direction of movement than they would be at rest.
x¹= 1/ √(1- v²/ c²) x
In applying this correction, known as the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction, the
ether itself became an undetectable medium, thus casting doubts as to its
necessity.
Given the required constancy of the speed of light, Lorentz knew that
Maxwell's equations must remain invariant regardless of the motion of the
reference frame in which they are considered.
The search thus began for a complete set of transformations of variables that
would force the invariance of the equations. Lorentz, Henri Poincare and
Joseph Lannor, further refined the length contraction mathematics to derive
an additional time transformation,
t¹ = t√1- v²/ c²
This is now known as the Lorentz transformation .
In special relativity, time dilation is most simply described in circumstances
where relative velocity is unchanging. Nevertheless, the Lorentz equations
purport to allow one to calculate proper time and movement in space. The
common case of a spaceship, which is applied with a force per unit mass,
relative to some reference object in uniform constant velocity, is considered
equal to gravity throughout the period of measurement.
Although the transformation maintains the invariance of Maxwell's equations,
the physicists were well aware that their suggested changes appeared
to be rather improvised.
In 1905, Einstein published the theory of special relativity and his approach
was completely different from that of Lorentz, in that it began by assuming
only two fundamental hypotheses:
That the laws of physics be identical under translation of uniform velocity from
one reference frame to another, and that the speed of light be constant in
those frames.
Einstein's concept involved the imagining of a travelling train carriage within
which were two opposing parallel mirrors with a beam of light bouncing
between them.
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Diagram 48 ; Pythagoras applied to the theory
As the speed of light is constant, this idea demonstrates that the bounced light
D, as seen by a 'static' observer, has further to travel (green line) than the
upright distance L as seen by the traveller. The conclusion being that the light
beam takes longer to bounce between the mirrors for the 'static' observer (D)
than it does for the travelling observer (L). If these bounces are 'ticks' of a
clock, then time is relative between these two observers, with the clock in
motion ticking more slowly than the static version. Pythagoras's theorem
allows for an equation to determine the diagonal (hypotenuse) distance.
Using these hypotheses, the Lorentz transformation was no longer required to
maintain the invariance of Maxwell's equations. As such, special relativity
supersedes electrodynamics in that the former can predict the effects in the
latter. But the time-dilation property of special relativity has been derived
using fundamental electromagnetic and kinematics laws; where a result has
been achieved firstly by observing a magnetic field, (the magnitude of which
depended upon the velocity of charges), relative to an observer, and secondly
by the additional employment of the Pythagoras theorem, who's figures for the
length of a triangle's sides is added to the maths, based on the impossible
notion of a light clock. As the whole concept of a light beam being able to be
continuously supported between moving (or even still) mirrors is impossible all
claims and assertions based on this hypothesis are worthless.
For the full repudiation of this please see;
http://gsjournal.net/Science-Journals/EssaysRelativity%20Theory/Download/7228
2) AGE OF THE UNIVERSE
An example of a misconception about the Universe is that the radius of the
observable universe is 13 billion light-years..
Many secondary sources have reported a wide variety of incorrect figures for
the size of the visible universe. Some of these figures are listed below, with
brief descriptions of possible reasons for misconceptions about them.
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13.8 billion light-years
This reasoning would only make sense if the flat, static Minkowski spacetime
conception under special relativity were correct.
15.8 billion light-years
This is obtained in the same way as the 13.8-billion-light-year figure, but
starting from an incorrect age of the universe
27.6 billion light-years
This is a diameter obtained from the radius of 13.8 billion light-years.
78 billion light-years
based on the estimated current distance between points that we can see on
opposite sides of the cosmic microwave background radiation
156 billion light-years
This figure was obtained by doubling 78 billion light-years on the assumption
that it is a radius
The accepted calculation is; edge of universe = age of universe x speed of
light

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3) GPS, The MISINFORMATION
1) Relativity theory predicts that clocks aboard the GPS satellites, unless
adjusted appropriately, would run faster than clocks on Earth by about 38
microseconds a day.
2) Satellites’ clocks are slowed down by this amount by adjusting their hertz,
so as to be importantly different from clocks on Earth.
3) If these adjustments were not made, position determination would be
inaccurate by up to 11 km a day.
Although widely reported, all these 3 assertions are incorrect.
Facts
1) GPS satellites are not geostatic.
2) 24 orbiting satellites, in 6 orbital planes, pass around the Earth twice a day.
3) Each satellite holds one or more highly-accurate atomic clocks.
4) Each satellite transmits a timestamp signal from its on-board clock, syncing
with the other GPS satellites.
5) This information includes the satellite’s orbital characteristics which are
also communicated to each other satellite.
6) Any inaccuracy in timestamp information, such as a relativistic slow-down,
would cause an inaccurate position to be calculated.
7) Calculating the distance from a satellite to a receiver requires subtracting
the time signal of the satellite from the time at the receiver. By subtracting
these numbers and multiplying by the speed of light distance is calculated.
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D = (tʳ - tˢ) c
Where tʳ is time at the receiver, tˢ is the delayed time signal from the satellite,
and D is distance. By determining the distance from at least 4 satellites any
location can be pinpointed accurately.
8) In three dimensions, a GPS position will be given by the intersection of four
spheres.
How errors are avoided
1) GPS satellites orbit the Earth exactly twice in 24 hours, such that the
satellites positions, relative to one another, remain constant. If their clocks ran
slowly their orbital time would increase with each pass, such that all the
satellites would fall out of sync, and the cumulative time loss would greatly
affect accuracy. There would be no point in a satellite's clock running more
slowly than the satellite's actual travel time, as the timestamp sent out would
not correspond to the satellite's true position.
2)If the clocks on Earth ran at a different rate from those on satellites then the
above calculation would be completely inaccurate because | tʳ - tˢ | would
become increasingly larger each day. The daily distance error δD would be
the daily time error δt, multiplied by the speed of light:
δD = δt c ~= 38x10-⁶ * 3x10-⁸ = 11400 m
Or about 11 km per day.
3) GPS receivers contain no atomic clock. That ‘time at the receiver’ must
instead be determined from the satellites’ clocks.
If the satellites’ clocks were running faster or slower than those on Earth, this
‘time at the receiver’ would likewise run faster or slower by exactly the same
degree.
4) Relativity tells us that satellites lose 7200 ns a day due to special relativity
and gain 45900 ns a day due to general relativity, yielding a net speeding up
of 38600 ns a day relative to clocks on Earth.
However since the Earth is rotating, the speed of a satellite relative to a GPS
receiver will be different at different latitudes. Therefore the amount of dilation
would also be different.
There would be a huge relative, difference between a satellite's position over
a pole, where the Earth is not moving, when only the satellite’s speed of 3870
m/s could be considered, when measured against a satellite travelling over
the equator, where the Earth's surface moves at 465 m/s and GPS satellites
cross at 55 degrees.
That is a 900 ns difference between pole and equator, which would yield an
increasingly inaccurate position determination of 270 meters per day.
Plus; there would be a huge gravitational difference with measurements
calculated over differing heights, as the 45900 ns figure was calculated at sea
level.
This figure would decrease with any change in height, where a smaller
gravitational affect would apply. At 1,060 metres above sea level there will be
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a decrease of 10 ns per day, and aeroplanes flying at 10km would accumulate
a 10 km error per year.
If it were necessary to accommodate for relativity at different latitudes and
altitudes, the calculations would be very complex and would need to be done
at the receiver. Only a fixed time adjustment is made at the satellites for all
points on Earth. Relativity is irrelevant to the GPS operation.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CONCLUSION

1) As it is never possible, in any situation, to determine who is moving, there
must be, in every event, a totally reciprocal circumstance to investigate.
2) Time dilation cannot ever be a comparison between a moving and a static
observer as there is no such beast. Nothing is stationary, anywhere.
3) It is never possible to remove oneself from the overall movement of the
Universe. Therefore an 'inertial frame' can never be valid. To say "I am static
relative to myself" has no meaning. If I am moving, then relative to myself I am
also moving. I cannot separate any part of myself so as to compare it to
another part of myself. This is semantics and has no place in physics.

Diagram 49; Everything is in motion so everything must fit within the green
segment.
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4) There can be no validity at all to anything adhering exactly to the upright xaxis for 'time' on a spacetime diagram. Any object located precisely upon this
axis implies that it is occupying no place at all on the space / distance, y-axis.
Any object, or person, thus situated, would have to be, somehow, completely
unaffected by, and independent of, all the movements of the Universe!
Any and all events must be placed beyond that upright, thus intruding upon
the horizontal space / distance line.
5) There can be no validity to anything lying exactly along the space / distance
y-axis, as this implies that, aligned there, there is no time at all.
Of course it is considered that light itself lies on this axis, which has led to the
claim that for light 'no time' exists. As we have discovered, this is purely
semantics and has no place in physics; as light does have a time; 300,000
kilometers (distance) per second, (time) and that figure should represent a
line on a spacetime graph that moves along both axes, as it stipulates both
distance and time.
6) As Time dilation requires observers, and their relative velocity, a humanfree zone must avoid such a complication. Given that our space craft, from
above, absolutely has to travel for slightly longer than light takes to reach a
designated destination, then time-dilation cannot affect a solid or mechanical
object. Fuel pumps, oxygen vales, guidance and electro-mechanical
equipment, must all continue to work properly, meaning that the astronaut's
watches cannot, selectively, be removed from these accompanying items, and
therefore will continue to record 'proper' time, however the astronauts
perceive it.
7) The time-dilation equation is, at best, imprecise as it never chooses two
particular observers. Nor does it ever allow for the velocity of the second
observer to be considered. So when t¹ refers to 'dilated time' it does not
dictate 'what' or 'who'. From the evidence above I believe that we can no
longer have a belief in either time-dilation, nor length-contraction.
8) With length-contraction and time-dilation failing, it will not be enough for the
astronauts impression of the journey-time to save them from an Earthly lifespan on a prolonged journey. These hypotheses are both bogus as neither
can shrink any distance without exceeding the speed of light. The astronaut's
wishful thinking will have let them down.

END
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